
DF 100 MA  (1990- Present)

Originally released as the DP10. 

Headstock/ Parallel Link Sideshift

March 1992 -  the original DP10 cross shaft type headstock with quick release 
coupler (see appendix DP10-1#. )was replaced by pulling lugs. 

September 1996 - the 1” UNF verticality screw (1027100) was replaced by M30 
fine thread studs  (1280800).

February 1997 - M30 studs (1280800) were replaced by 1-1/4” UNC studs 
(1320500). All studs use the same handle (1156300). The verticality lugs which 
weld on the headstock are available separately for upgrading or replacement.

 1” UNF part number  161311
 M30      part number  161321
 1-1/42 UNC part number 161322

January 1996 - the parallel link pins 1153600 and 1065400 were replaced for 
safety reasons. Details of the replacement pin numbers can be seen on 
appendix DF100 - 1#. 

May 1997 - the parallel link on the DF100 MA was modified by having collars 
both sides of the pin holes to reduce excessive wear. Longer pins were required. 
See appendix DF100 - 2#  for details of part numbers.
 
 
Main Beam

August 1992 - the original leg section with a 34” P-P specification and a furrow 
width adjustment of 10-16” was replaced by a 36” P-P with a 10-16” adjustment. 

November 1993 - the 36” P-P beam with a 12-18”  furrow width adjustment 
replaced the 10-16”. 

When ordering beams, attachments or leg sections it is essential that a serial 
number is quoted.

October 1995 - the stud (1069700*) used to adjust the furrow width was replaced 
by a bolt .   (901123 ) to allow easier fitting.

February 1996 - 901123 bolt was modified to a 10.9 grade bolt with a special 
thread length. (902251).

February 1996 - the clamping bolts  M24 x 120 ( 901144)  which hold the 
mainbeam to the pin on the H-block were changed to a fine thread to allow more 
clamping pressure to be applied. (new bolt 902772 and nut 902332 ).



Wheel Assembly

The original DP10 wheel assembly is shown in appendix DP10 - W1#. There was also a 
rubber wheel option part number 1116200 which was directly interchangeable with the steel 
wheel.

November 1993 - the original wheel bracket (1071500) had a welded in wheel arm pivot shaft 
which was prone to failure. This was modified to push in shaft with a support bracket around 
the top.

 Wheel bracket  1071500 replaced by  1156600 (wheel bracket)
       1229700 (pin)
       900542  (roll pin)

November 1993 - the rubber wheel was replaced due to puncture problems. The new wheel 
was larger (7-12), had a different size axle (900843) thus requiring a different wheel arm. The 
scraper also needed to be longer.
 
 Wheel assembly 1116200  replaced by  1145900
 Wheel arm  1071600 replaced by  1145600
 Scraper   176700  replaced by  1207900

February 1995 - due to constant failure of the axle in wheel arm 1145600 a new wheel 
assembly was found that used the same axle as the steel wheel.

 Wheel arm  1145600 replaced by 1071600
 Wheel assembly 1145600 replaced by 1212200

It is possible to replace the broken axle in the 1145600 wheel arm with axle 900842, and swap 
the rim in the wheel for the new one, part number 900600.

March 1995 - standardisation of the wheel arm with the MR and HA models necessitated a 
further change of wheel bracket part number to (1224500). The boss at the top of the wheel 
arm being wider at 110mm previously 96mm on bracket 1156600. 

 Wheel bracket 1156600 replaced by  1224500
 Wheel arm 1071600 replaced by 1221600
       901074  axle fixing bolt
       901066  scraper fixing bolts (2 
off)
       900783  nuts for above bolts (3 
off)
       900348  wheel arm bush (2 off)

     either  1211200 axle (24-14.5 rubber wheel)
       1274000 spacer (24-14.5 rubber wheel)
       1211400 dirt seal

     or  1211300 axle (7-12 rubber or steel 
wheel)
       1211500 spacer (7-12 rubber or steel 
wheel) 

 Scraper  176700  replaced by 1152000 (steel wheel) or 
1151900 (rubber wheel)
       
January 1996 - the 24-14.5 (Ledair)  wheel  (1142700) was fitted as  the standard rubber 
wheel replacing the 7-12  (1212200). See appendix DF100 - W1# for details of axle, spacer 
etc.



The depth stop tube is available in 3 different lengths to cope with different underbeam 
ploughs and different ploughing depth.

 199500   - 6-1/4” ( 160mm ) overall length
 265900   - 7-1/2” ( 190mm ) overall length The shorter two are most common
 1128300 - 9-1/8” ( 235mm ) overall length
 

For heavy duty conditions the DP7 damped type wheel assembly can be fitted as an option. 
Originally the wheel mounting bracket was part of the main beam but was latter modified to a 
bolt on assembly. (1273700)

Turnover Hydraulics

For information on the availability of spares for the valve block (265800) see the “valve guide”.

Offset Hydraulics

Ploughs prior to serial number 91 MA 34 481 had a longer offset ram. See appendix  DF100-
OH1 for details of alternative part numbers. Rams are not interchangeable. 

When using a plough on narrow tyre widths it may not be possible to plough at the wider 
furrow widths as the ram is totally closed.  A shorter ram is available part number LA1347 
( drawing office ref No)










